National Geographic Materials

Books

Maps
Close-Up: USA
This is a box set of 16 durable, double-sided regional maps of the USA featuring recreational, cultural, and historical highlights.

CD-ROMs
The Complete National Geographic: 108 Years of National Geographic Magazine on CD-ROM
This is a ten volume set that includes every article, photography, map and magazine cover from 1888 through the 1990s. Features include an entire search index on every CD that points you easily to the correct disc; 178,567 pages with spectacular photographs; 9,048 fascinating articles; 100 years of classic advertisements; access to an online resource center.

A World of Learning: The Complete National Geographic Curriculum Supplement
This is a classroom companion to the CD-ROMs. It includes an overview of the National Geography Standards; 16 lesson plans; 4 template lesson plans and student worksheets.